Meta-analysis of genome-wide scans for hypertension and blood pressure in Caucasians shows evidence of susceptibility regions on chromosomes 2 and 3.
Individual genome-wide scans of blood pressure (BP) and hypertension (HT) have shown inconsistent results. The aim of this study was to investigate whether there was any consistent evidence of linkage across multiple studies with similar ethnicity. We applied the genome-search meta-analysis method (GSMA) to nine published genome-wide scans of BP (n = 5) and HT (n = 4) from Caucasian populations. For each study, the genome was divided into 120 bins and ranked according to the maximum evidence of linkage within each bin. The ranks were summed and averaged across studies and significance levels were estimated, on the basis of a distribution function of summed ranks or permutation tests without (PU) or with (PW) a study sample size weighting factor. Chromosome 3p14.1-q12.3 showed consistent evidence of linkage to HT (PU = 0.0001 and PW = 0.0001), diastolic BP (DBP) (PU = 0.007 and PW = 0.02), HT and DBP pooled (PU = 0.00002 and PW = 0.0001) and HT and systolic BP (SBP) pooled (PU = 0.0003 and PW = 0.0005). Chromosome 2p12-q22.1 showed evidence of linkage to HT (PU = 0.003 and PW = 0.009), DBP (PU = 0.05 and PW = NS), HT and DBP pooled (PU = 0.001 and PW = 0.004) and HT and SBP pooled (PU = 0.001 and P W = 0.005). The summed ranks of the HT analysis correlated significantly with those of the DBP (r = 0.20, P = 0.03) but not with those of the SBP. Both loci showed clustering of significant bins in the analysis of HT and DBP. We conclude that modest or non-significant linkage on chromosomes 3p14.1-q12.3 and 2p12-q22.1 in each individual study translates into genome-wide significant or highly suggestive linkages to HT and DBP in our GSMA analysis.